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atomversuch umwelt wirkung as part of the vision for space exploration vse nasa
is planning for humans to revisit the moon and someday go to mars an important
consideration in this effort is protection against the exposure to space
radiation that radiation might result in severe long term health consequences
for astronauts on such missions if they are not adequately shielded to help
with these concerns nasa asked the nrc to further the understanding of the
risks of space radiation to evaluate radiation shielding requirements and
recommend a strategic plan for developing appropriate mitigation capabilities
this book presents an assessment of current knowledge of the radiation
environment an examination of the effects of radiation on biological systems
and mission equipment an analysis of current plans for radiation protection and
a strategy for mitigating the risks to vse astronauts biological action of low
doses of radiation a novel view on the problem methods of proteomics have been
shown to be powerful tools in search of target proteins proteins that respond
in cells to an internal or an external stimulus proteomics is widely used in
biomedical research however in radiation biology research following exposures
of living matter to low doses of either ionizing or non ionizing radiation
proteomics approach is only very slowly gaining support this book by presenting
the current status of the use of proteomics in radiation biology will help to
attract attention to the field of radiation proteomics during the last few
years the united nations scientific committee on the effects of atomic
radiation unscear has undertaken a broad review of the sources and effects of
ionizing radiation nine scientific annexes on particular subjects were issued
in the unscear 1993 report two further annexes have been completed and these
comprise the unscear 1994 report in this report the committee summarizes the
main conclusions of the two scientific annexes epidemiological studies of
radiation carcinogenesis and adaptive responses to radiation in cells and
organisms in addition the committee is reviewing the effects of radiation on
the natural environment annotation effects of radiation on materials fourteenth
international symposium was presented at andover ma june 1988 the symposium was
sponsored by astm committee e 10 on nuclear technology and applications the
papers from the first three days of the symposium appear in the two volumes of
this publication volume i encompasses radiation damage induced microstructures
point defect solute and gas atom effects atomic level measurement techniques
and applications of theory volume ii includes mechanical behavior all papers
dealing with pressure vessel steels breeder reactor components dosimetry and
nuclear fuels the fourth day of the symposium was devoted to the single topic
of reduced activation materials see tk9204 the two volumes are separately sold
at 127 and 128 respectively each is independently indexed annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or presenting a monumental achievement 50
years of data cataloging the immediate long term and hereditary effects of
atomic radiation on the survivors of the hiroshima and nagasaki bombs authored
by one of the key members of the atomic bomb casualty commission founded in
1947 this unique work documents the critical findings and conclusions of the
longest ongoing medical study in history it will surely become the foundation
for all future investigations and standards regarding the bioeffects of
ionizing radiation in my opinion dr schull has written a very interesting and
accurate account of the atomic bomb follow up program in japan he writes
extremely well with areas of his particular scientific interest described in
great detail he also describes events and the social implications in a manner
that has broad general appeal stuart c finch md university of medicine and
dentistry of new jersey a history of the hiroshima nagasaki study is badly
needed i was very happy to hear that jack schull was working on such a project
and it is an understatement to say that i am anxious to see it published
seymour jablon phd bethesda maryland rarely in the history of a program will
one have a nearly 50 year account from an eyewitness and major participant
beginning with the program s onset to the present jack s book offers the reader
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this extraordinary insight into the birth and development of the study of the a
bomb survivors moreover he has served on all major national and international
commissions dealing with radiation protection and risk assessment and he
interweaves the japanese studies into the radiation risk issues in a way that
few if any other contemporary scientists can seymour abrahamson phd radiation
effects research foundation on august 6 and 9 1945 the only atomic bombs ever
used in warfare were dropped on the japanese cities of hiroshima and nagasaki
the destruction and death caused by those bombings presented the world with a
vivid portrait of the dangers of the atomic age however the thousands of bomb
survivors have given scientists a massive firsthand perspective on the
bioeffects of radioactivity it is the study of these survivors that forms the
foundation of the modern understanding of the immediate long term and
hereditary consequences of exposure to ionizing radiation effects of atomic
radiation a half century of studies from hiroshima and nagasaki is the
definitive account of the methods findings and conclusions of the 50 year study
on the survivors of the atomic bomb blasts it is a truly monumental work
surveying a colossal body of data to offer a comprehensive unified and
authoritative summary of not only the scientific study itself but the personal
social and political factors that have shaped the investigation from its
inception the book goes beyond the simple compilation of facts giving the
reader unique insight into this unprecedented research project and exploring
the complex web of subjective perceptions and fears that color popular national
and even scientific views of radiation exposure in moderate and extreme cases
authored by dr william j schull perhaps the single most influential scientist
involved in the studies this book conveys both his authority and sensitivity dr
schull arrived in japan in 1949 and was instrumental in the development of the
atomic bomb casualty commission since then he has been one of the driving
forces behind the largest medical follow up study ever undertaken his years
spent working directly with bomb survivors imbue his narrative with a
compelling personal history and his service on numerous national and
international committees studying ionizing radiation give him a broad
authoritative perspective on the implications of the abcc s work effects of
atomic radiation a half century of studies from hiroshima and nagasaki is first
and foremost a scientific work summarizing the core findings of the definitive
study on radiation exposure while throughout the book the author provides
personal accounts that illustrate the human dimensions of the bombings in a
world where nuclear power is increasing and exposure to radiation is a daily
occurrence this book is essential reading for all scientists associated with
public private or governmental institutions that set standards of acceptability
for exposure advances in radiation biology volume 6 provides an overview of the
state of knowledge in the field of radiation biology the book contains eight
chapters and opens with a study on the nature of radiation effects on nucleic
acid metabolism in mammalian cells this is followed by separate chapters on the
nature of uv effects on transcriptional functions interrelationships between
ionizing radiation protein synthesis and the physiological expressions of
radiation damage and correlation of dna repair activities and cellular effects
in irradiated mammalian cells subsequent chapters deal with the interaction of
heat and radiation on an in vitro and an in vivo system the role of
hyperthermia for cancer therapy thermal potentiation of mammalian cell killing
and autologous stem cell banks for restoring hemopoiesis this volume provides
an extensive overview of radiation effects on integrated circuits offering
major guidelines for coping with radiation effects on components it contains a
set of chapters based on the tutorials presented at the international school on
effects of radiation on embedded systems for space applications seressa that
was held in manaus brazil november 20 25 2005 nasa s long range plans include
possible human exploratory missions to the moon and mars within the next
quarter century such missions beyond low earth orbit will expose crews to
transient radiation from solar particle events as well as continuous high
energy galactic cosmic rays ranging from energetic protons with low mean linear
energy transfer let to nuclei with high atomic numbers high energies and high
let because the radiation levels in space are high and the missions long
adequate shielding is needed to minimize the deleterious health effects of
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exposure to radiation the knowledge base needed to design shielding involves
two sets of factors each with quantitative uncertaintyâ the radiation spectra
and doses present behind different types of shielding and the effects of the
doses on relevant biological systems it is only prudent to design shielding
that will protect the crew of spacecraft exposed to predicted high but
uncertain levels of radiation and biological effects because of the
uncertainties regarding the degree and type of radiation protection needed a
requirement for shielding to protect against large deleterious but uncertain
biological effects may be imposed which in turn could result in an unacceptable
cost to a mission it therefore is of interest to reduce these uncertainties in
biological effects and shielding requirements for reasons of mission
feasibility safety and cost this report provides the results of a broad review
of the sources and effects of ionizing raditaiton undertaken by unscear this
book reevaluates the health risks of ionizing radiation in light of data that
have become available since the 1980 report on this subject was published the
data include new much more reliable dose estimates for the a bomb survivors the
results of an additional 14 years of follow up of the survivors for cancer
mortality recent results of follow up studies of persons irradiated for medical
purposes and results of relevant experiments with laboratory animals and
cultured cells it analyzes the data in terms of risk estimates for specific
organs in relation to dose and time after exposure and compares radiation
effects between japanese and western populations this publication the first of
two volumes of scientific annexes provides a detailed review of scientific
material that underpins the committee s evaluation of the radiation doses and
effects due to the accident which occurred at the fukushima daiichi nuclear
power station on 11 march 2011 it covers the amount and composition of
radioactive material released to the environment the pattern of dispersion and
deposition of the radioactive material over land and sea the radiation doses
received by the general public and workers the radiation effects on the
environment the radioactivity in foodstuffs and the implications of the
radiation exposures for human health and the environment the evaluation uses
information provided before the unscear 60th session may 2013 by 26 united
nations member states and 5 international organizations as well as peer
reviewed literature the effects of electromagnetic radiation and high energy
par ticles on semiconductors can be divided into two main processes a the
excitation of electrons the special case is internal ioniza tion i e the
generation of excess charge carriers and b dis turbance of the periodic
structure of the crystal i e the forma tion of structural radiation defects
naturally investigations of the effects of radiation on semiconductors cannot
be considered in isolation thus for example the problern of radiation de fects
is part of the generalproblern of crystal lattice defects and the influence of
such defects on the processes occurring in semi conductors the same is true of
photoelectric and similar phe nomena where the action of the radiation is only
the start of a complex chain of nonequilibrium electronprocesses nevertheless
particularly from the point of view of the experimental physicist the radiation
effects discussed in the present book have inter esting features several types
of radiation may produce the same resul t for example ionization by photons and
by charged particles or one type of radiation may produce several effects
ionization and radiation defect formation the aim of the author was to consider
the most typical prob lems the subjects discussed differ widely from one
another in the extent to which they have been investigated this report has been
prepared at the request of the national aeronautics and space administration
nasa it is the second phase of a two phase effort intended to provide guidance
to nasa concerning the health effects and mission impacts of space radiation
exposure on the central nervous system cns of crew members the first phase of
effort resulted in the national council on radiation protection and
measurements ncrp commentary no 25 potential for central nervous system effects
from radiation exposure during space activities phase i overview which
described the critical issues surrounding the potential short and long term
consequences of space radiation on the cns and laid the groundwork for a more
comprehensive investigation that is the basis of this report this report
summarizes the steps and approaches needed to more fully understand the risk of
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cns effects following radiation exposures in space and provides guidance for
radiation protection including risk management ncrp has identified knowledge
gaps regarding the implementation of a comprehensive and effective radiation
safety program to protect astronauts against the potential for early and late
cns effects from space radiation set against a backdrop of the recent disaster
at the fukushima nuclear power plant hiroshima to fukushima examines the issue
of radiation safety the author provides important and accurate scientific
information about the radioactive substances arising from nuclear power plants
and weapons including the effects of this radiation on living organisms
currently humankind is at a crossroads and must decide whether to phase out or
increase its reliance on nuclear power as weapons and an energy source although
a few countries mostly european have vowed to abolish nuclear power as an
energy source many other countries are about to increase their nuclear power
programs this book is written from a japanese perspective and thus provides an
alternative to views of western writers the author includes rigorous scientific
analyses however maintains a broad scope which allows the book to be accessible
to decision makers and non specialists master the basic principles and
techniques of radiation safety radiation protection in medical radiography 9th
edition makes it easy to understand both basic and complex concepts in
radiation protection radiobiology and radiation physics concise full color
coverage discusses the safe use of ionizing radiation in all imaging modalities
including the effects of radiation on humans at the cellular and systemic
levels regulatory and advisory limits for exposure to radiation and the
implementation of radiation safety practices for patients and personnel from a
team of authors led by radiologic technology educator mary alice statkiewicz
sherer this text also prepares you for success on the arrt certification exam
and state licensing exams clear and concise writing style covers key concepts
in radiation protection biology and physics in a building block approach
progressing from basic to more complex convenient easy to use features make
learning easier with chapter outlines and objectives listing and highlighting
of key terms and bulleted summaries full color illustrations and photos depict
important concepts and tables make information easy to reference timely
coverage of radiation protection regulations addresses radiation awareness and
education efforts across the globe chapter summaries and review questions allow
you to assess your comprehension and retention of the most important
information with answers on the evolve companion website new updated content
reflects the latest arrt and asrt curriculum guidelines new updated ncrp and
icrp content includes guidelines regulations and radiation quantities and units
explaining the effects of low level ionizing radiation demonstrating the link
between radiation and cancer and other diseases and providing the regulatory
perspective needed for practice from the john holmes library collection
fundamentals of radiation and chemical safety covers the effects and mechanisms
involved in radiation and chemical exposure on humans the mechanisms and
effects of these damaging factors have many aspects in common as do their
research methodology and the methods used for data processing in many cases of
these types of exposures the same final effect can also be noted cancer low
doses of radiation and small doses of chemical exposure are continuously active
and they could influence the entire population the analysis of these two main
source hazards on the lives of the human population is covered here for the
first time in a single volume determining and demonstrating their common basis
fundamentals of radiation and chemical safety includes the necessary knowledge
from nuclear physics chemistry and biology as well the methods of processing
the experimental results this title focuses on the effects of low radiation
dosage and chemical hormesis as well as the hazards associated with and safety
precautions in radiation and chemicals rather than the more commonly noted
safety issues high level emergencies and disasters of this type interest in the
biological effects of ionising radiation closely followed the identification of
such radiation the realisation that dna is the site of genetic infonnation in
cells subsequently focussed attention on dna as an important target in the
lethal and mutagenic effects of ionising radiation thus radiation effects upon
dna became an important area for fundamental scientific studies by radiation
biologists chemists and physicists to a first approximation the concerns of the
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three disciplines can be divided by time scales the physical process of energy
deposition from photon or charged 16 12 particle and subsequent relaxation 10
to 10 secs followed by chemical 12 2 reactions 10 to 10 secs and fmally the
expression of biological effect minutes to years thus the concept of early
processes conveys different ideas to different scientists although they are all
interrelated to attempt to describe in any detail all these processes is a
mammoth task which is not made easier by the different conventions and
experimental approaches of the three disciplines however the recent advances in
all these scientific areas seemed to the organisers at least to offer the
opportunity to stimulate more active interaction between physicists chemists
and biologists with this in mind a multi disciplinary workshop was organised
which brought together some fifty scientists to present their own specialist
interests and through extensive discussion explore which problems are of high
priority and require input from the different disciplines to resolve them dr
smirnova s updated text is devoted to the theoretical studies of radiation
effects on mammals it summarizes 35 years of results the author obtained from
analyzing dose rate equivalents for the galactic cosmic rays gcr and for solar
particles events spe this edition also includes two new chapters on skin
epidermal epithelium and risk assessment for myeloid leukemia as well as
extended revisions addressing the radiation effects on the blood forming system
mathematical models are used to explain the effects of both acute and chronic
irradiation on the dynamics of vital body systems like the hematopoietic system
the development of autoimmune diseases and the mortality dynamics in
homogeneous and nonhomogeneous mammalian populations the proposed methodology
of these studies the models themselves and the obtained results are of a great
theoretical significance and can find wide practical use this handbook presents
the most current information on the effects of ionizing radiation on mammalian
cells with emphasis on human tissues the dose effect relationship is emphasized
in a quantitative manner the book contains up to date data on the late effects
of low levels of radiation on humans it also provides some of the late
consequences of radiation therapy detected among cancer survivors every day we
are exposed to natural radiation such as radon and ultraviolet light and
sometimes also to the radiation burden from medical investigations moreover our
lifestyle subjects us to increasing amounts of modern radiation caused by vdus
and mobile phones which add to our overall load high levels of radiation are
known to cause often profound changes in cell chemistry with inevitable
clinical effect at a certain level a clear dose response may be observed
however effects caused by low level radiation are difficult to demonstrate
particularly when the sources are different and numerous but this does not mean
that there is no effect considerable research is being conducted into the
effect of low level radiation on the body and first results are presented in
this issue dealing with all forms of radiation on the body this issue is of
great interest for medical or health practitioners as well as for designers and
producers of consumer equipment which generates electromagnetic radiation
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Report on the Effect of Nuclear Radiation on Transducers 1966 atomversuch
umwelt wirkung
The Effects of Radiation on Electronic Systems 1992-05-14 as part of the vision
for space exploration vse nasa is planning for humans to revisit the moon and
someday go to mars an important consideration in this effort is protection
against the exposure to space radiation that radiation might result in severe
long term health consequences for astronauts on such missions if they are not
adequately shielded to help with these concerns nasa asked the nrc to further
the understanding of the risks of space radiation to evaluate radiation
shielding requirements and recommend a strategic plan for developing
appropriate mitigation capabilities this book presents an assessment of current
knowledge of the radiation environment an examination of the effects of
radiation on biological systems and mission equipment an analysis of current
plans for radiation protection and a strategy for mitigating the risks to vse
astronauts
Some Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Human Beings 1956 biological action of
low doses of radiation a novel view on the problem
Effects of Radiation on the Mammalian Eye 1964 methods of proteomics have been
shown to be powerful tools in search of target proteins proteins that respond
in cells to an internal or an external stimulus proteomics is widely used in
biomedical research however in radiation biology research following exposures
of living matter to low doses of either ionizing or non ionizing radiation
proteomics approach is only very slowly gaining support this book by presenting
the current status of the use of proteomics in radiation biology will help to
attract attention to the field of radiation proteomics
Effect of Ionizing Radiation on the Chlorination of Mixtures of Rutile, Carbon,
and Various Catalysts 1962 during the last few years the united nations
scientific committee on the effects of atomic radiation unscear has undertaken
a broad review of the sources and effects of ionizing radiation nine scientific
annexes on particular subjects were issued in the unscear 1993 report two
further annexes have been completed and these comprise the unscear 1994 report
in this report the committee summarizes the main conclusions of the two
scientific annexes epidemiological studies of radiation carcinogenesis and
adaptive responses to radiation in cells and organisms in addition the
committee is reviewing the effects of radiation on the natural environment
Managing Space Radiation Risk in the New Era of Space Exploration 2008-05-29
annotation effects of radiation on materials fourteenth international symposium
was presented at andover ma june 1988 the symposium was sponsored by astm
committee e 10 on nuclear technology and applications the papers from the first
three days of the symposium appear in the two volumes of this publication
volume i encompasses radiation damage induced microstructures point defect
solute and gas atom effects atomic level measurement techniques and
applications of theory volume ii includes mechanical behavior all papers
dealing with pressure vessel steels breeder reactor components dosimetry and
nuclear fuels the fourth day of the symposium was devoted to the single topic
of reduced activation materials see tk9204 the two volumes are separately sold
at 127 and 128 respectively each is independently indexed annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Biological Action of Low Doses of Radiation 2001 presenting a monumental
achievement 50 years of data cataloging the immediate long term and hereditary
effects of atomic radiation on the survivors of the hiroshima and nagasaki
bombs authored by one of the key members of the atomic bomb casualty commission
founded in 1947 this unique work documents the critical findings and
conclusions of the longest ongoing medical study in history it will surely
become the foundation for all future investigations and standards regarding the
bioeffects of ionizing radiation in my opinion dr schull has written a very
interesting and accurate account of the atomic bomb follow up program in japan
he writes extremely well with areas of his particular scientific interest
described in great detail he also describes events and the social implications
in a manner that has broad general appeal stuart c finch md university of
medicine and dentistry of new jersey a history of the hiroshima nagasaki study
is badly needed i was very happy to hear that jack schull was working on such a
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project and it is an understatement to say that i am anxious to see it
published seymour jablon phd bethesda maryland rarely in the history of a
program will one have a nearly 50 year account from an eyewitness and major
participant beginning with the program s onset to the present jack s book
offers the reader this extraordinary insight into the birth and development of
the study of the a bomb survivors moreover he has served on all major national
and international commissions dealing with radiation protection and risk
assessment and he interweaves the japanese studies into the radiation risk
issues in a way that few if any other contemporary scientists can seymour
abrahamson phd radiation effects research foundation on august 6 and 9 1945 the
only atomic bombs ever used in warfare were dropped on the japanese cities of
hiroshima and nagasaki the destruction and death caused by those bombings
presented the world with a vivid portrait of the dangers of the atomic age
however the thousands of bomb survivors have given scientists a massive
firsthand perspective on the bioeffects of radioactivity it is the study of
these survivors that forms the foundation of the modern understanding of the
immediate long term and hereditary consequences of exposure to ionizing
radiation effects of atomic radiation a half century of studies from hiroshima
and nagasaki is the definitive account of the methods findings and conclusions
of the 50 year study on the survivors of the atomic bomb blasts it is a truly
monumental work surveying a colossal body of data to offer a comprehensive
unified and authoritative summary of not only the scientific study itself but
the personal social and political factors that have shaped the investigation
from its inception the book goes beyond the simple compilation of facts giving
the reader unique insight into this unprecedented research project and
exploring the complex web of subjective perceptions and fears that color
popular national and even scientific views of radiation exposure in moderate
and extreme cases authored by dr william j schull perhaps the single most
influential scientist involved in the studies this book conveys both his
authority and sensitivity dr schull arrived in japan in 1949 and was
instrumental in the development of the atomic bomb casualty commission since
then he has been one of the driving forces behind the largest medical follow up
study ever undertaken his years spent working directly with bomb survivors
imbue his narrative with a compelling personal history and his service on
numerous national and international committees studying ionizing radiation give
him a broad authoritative perspective on the implications of the abcc s work
effects of atomic radiation a half century of studies from hiroshima and
nagasaki is first and foremost a scientific work summarizing the core findings
of the definitive study on radiation exposure while throughout the book the
author provides personal accounts that illustrate the human dimensions of the
bombings in a world where nuclear power is increasing and exposure to radiation
is a daily occurrence this book is essential reading for all scientists
associated with public private or governmental institutions that set standards
of acceptability for exposure
Radiation Proteomics 2013-02-03 advances in radiation biology volume 6 provides
an overview of the state of knowledge in the field of radiation biology the
book contains eight chapters and opens with a study on the nature of radiation
effects on nucleic acid metabolism in mammalian cells this is followed by
separate chapters on the nature of uv effects on transcriptional functions
interrelationships between ionizing radiation protein synthesis and the
physiological expressions of radiation damage and correlation of dna repair
activities and cellular effects in irradiated mammalian cells subsequent
chapters deal with the interaction of heat and radiation on an in vitro and an
in vivo system the role of hyperthermia for cancer therapy thermal potentiation
of mammalian cell killing and autologous stem cell banks for restoring
hemopoiesis
Federal Research on the Biological and Health Effects of Ionizing Radiation
1981 this volume provides an extensive overview of radiation effects on
integrated circuits offering major guidelines for coping with radiation effects
on components it contains a set of chapters based on the tutorials presented at
the international school on effects of radiation on embedded systems for space
applications seressa that was held in manaus brazil november 20 25 2005
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Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation 1994 nasa s long range plans include
possible human exploratory missions to the moon and mars within the next
quarter century such missions beyond low earth orbit will expose crews to
transient radiation from solar particle events as well as continuous high
energy galactic cosmic rays ranging from energetic protons with low mean linear
energy transfer let to nuclei with high atomic numbers high energies and high
let because the radiation levels in space are high and the missions long
adequate shielding is needed to minimize the deleterious health effects of
exposure to radiation the knowledge base needed to design shielding involves
two sets of factors each with quantitative uncertaintyâ the radiation spectra
and doses present behind different types of shielding and the effects of the
doses on relevant biological systems it is only prudent to design shielding
that will protect the crew of spacecraft exposed to predicted high but
uncertain levels of radiation and biological effects because of the
uncertainties regarding the degree and type of radiation protection needed a
requirement for shielding to protect against large deleterious but uncertain
biological effects may be imposed which in turn could result in an unacceptable
cost to a mission it therefore is of interest to reduce these uncertainties in
biological effects and shielding requirements for reasons of mission
feasibility safety and cost
Effects of Radiation on Materials 1990 this report provides the results of a
broad review of the sources and effects of ionizing raditaiton undertaken by
unscear
Effects of Atomic Radiation 1995-09-08 this book reevaluates the health risks
of ionizing radiation in light of data that have become available since the
1980 report on this subject was published the data include new much more
reliable dose estimates for the a bomb survivors the results of an additional
14 years of follow up of the survivors for cancer mortality recent results of
follow up studies of persons irradiated for medical purposes and results of
relevant experiments with laboratory animals and cultured cells it analyzes the
data in terms of risk estimates for specific organs in relation to dose and
time after exposure and compares radiation effects between japanese and western
populations
Effects of A-bomb Radiation on the Human Body 1995 this publication the first
of two volumes of scientific annexes provides a detailed review of scientific
material that underpins the committee s evaluation of the radiation doses and
effects due to the accident which occurred at the fukushima daiichi nuclear
power station on 11 march 2011 it covers the amount and composition of
radioactive material released to the environment the pattern of dispersion and
deposition of the radioactive material over land and sea the radiation doses
received by the general public and workers the radiation effects on the
environment the radioactivity in foodstuffs and the implications of the
radiation exposures for human health and the environment the evaluation uses
information provided before the unscear 60th session may 2013 by 26 united
nations member states and 5 international organizations as well as peer
reviewed literature
Advances in Radiation Biology 2013-10-22 the effects of electromagnetic
radiation and high energy par ticles on semiconductors can be divided into two
main processes a the excitation of electrons the special case is internal
ioniza tion i e the generation of excess charge carriers and b dis turbance of
the periodic structure of the crystal i e the forma tion of structural
radiation defects naturally investigations of the effects of radiation on
semiconductors cannot be considered in isolation thus for example the problern
of radiation de fects is part of the generalproblern of crystal lattice defects
and the influence of such defects on the processes occurring in semi conductors
the same is true of photoelectric and similar phe nomena where the action of
the radiation is only the start of a complex chain of nonequilibrium
electronprocesses nevertheless particularly from the point of view of the
experimental physicist the radiation effects discussed in the present book have
inter esting features several types of radiation may produce the same resul t
for example ionization by photons and by charged particles or one type of
radiation may produce several effects ionization and radiation defect formation
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the aim of the author was to consider the most typical prob lems the subjects
discussed differ widely from one another in the extent to which they have been
investigated
Radiation Effects on Embedded Systems 2009-09-03 this report has been prepared
at the request of the national aeronautics and space administration nasa it is
the second phase of a two phase effort intended to provide guidance to nasa
concerning the health effects and mission impacts of space radiation exposure
on the central nervous system cns of crew members the first phase of effort
resulted in the national council on radiation protection and measurements ncrp
commentary no 25 potential for central nervous system effects from radiation
exposure during space activities phase i overview which described the critical
issues surrounding the potential short and long term consequences of space
radiation on the cns and laid the groundwork for a more comprehensive
investigation that is the basis of this report this report summarizes the steps
and approaches needed to more fully understand the risk of cns effects
following radiation exposures in space and provides guidance for radiation
protection including risk management ncrp has identified knowledge gaps
regarding the implementation of a comprehensive and effective radiation safety
program to protect astronauts against the potential for early and late cns
effects from space radiation
Radiation Hazards to Crews of Interplanetary Missions 1997-02-27 set against a
backdrop of the recent disaster at the fukushima nuclear power plant hiroshima
to fukushima examines the issue of radiation safety the author provides
important and accurate scientific information about the radioactive substances
arising from nuclear power plants and weapons including the effects of this
radiation on living organisms currently humankind is at a crossroads and must
decide whether to phase out or increase its reliance on nuclear power as
weapons and an energy source although a few countries mostly european have
vowed to abolish nuclear power as an energy source many other countries are
about to increase their nuclear power programs this book is written from a
japanese perspective and thus provides an alternative to views of western
writers the author includes rigorous scientific analyses however maintains a
broad scope which allows the book to be accessible to decision makers and non
specialists
Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation 1996 master the basic principles and
techniques of radiation safety radiation protection in medical radiography 9th
edition makes it easy to understand both basic and complex concepts in
radiation protection radiobiology and radiation physics concise full color
coverage discusses the safe use of ionizing radiation in all imaging modalities
including the effects of radiation on humans at the cellular and systemic
levels regulatory and advisory limits for exposure to radiation and the
implementation of radiation safety practices for patients and personnel from a
team of authors led by radiologic technology educator mary alice statkiewicz
sherer this text also prepares you for success on the arrt certification exam
and state licensing exams clear and concise writing style covers key concepts
in radiation protection biology and physics in a building block approach
progressing from basic to more complex convenient easy to use features make
learning easier with chapter outlines and objectives listing and highlighting
of key terms and bulleted summaries full color illustrations and photos depict
important concepts and tables make information easy to reference timely
coverage of radiation protection regulations addresses radiation awareness and
education efforts across the globe chapter summaries and review questions allow
you to assess your comprehension and retention of the most important
information with answers on the evolve companion website new updated content
reflects the latest arrt and asrt curriculum guidelines new updated ncrp and
icrp content includes guidelines regulations and radiation quantities and units
explaining the effects of low level ionizing radiation demonstrating the link
between radiation and cancer and other diseases and providing the regulatory
perspective needed for practice
Health Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation 1990-01-01 from
the john holmes library collection
Sources, Effects and Risks of Ionizing Radiation, United Nations Scientific
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Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) 2013 Report, Part I
(Japanese language) 2015-12-15 fundamentals of radiation and chemical safety
covers the effects and mechanisms involved in radiation and chemical exposure
on humans the mechanisms and effects of these damaging factors have many
aspects in common as do their research methodology and the methods used for
data processing in many cases of these types of exposures the same final effect
can also be noted cancer low doses of radiation and small doses of chemical
exposure are continuously active and they could influence the entire population
the analysis of these two main source hazards on the lives of the human
population is covered here for the first time in a single volume determining
and demonstrating their common basis fundamentals of radiation and chemical
safety includes the necessary knowledge from nuclear physics chemistry and
biology as well the methods of processing the experimental results this title
focuses on the effects of low radiation dosage and chemical hormesis as well as
the hazards associated with and safety precautions in radiation and chemicals
rather than the more commonly noted safety issues high level emergencies and
disasters of this type
Effects of Radiation on Semiconductors 2013-12-30 interest in the biological
effects of ionising radiation closely followed the identification of such
radiation the realisation that dna is the site of genetic infonnation in cells
subsequently focussed attention on dna as an important target in the lethal and
mutagenic effects of ionising radiation thus radiation effects upon dna became
an important area for fundamental scientific studies by radiation biologists
chemists and physicists to a first approximation the concerns of the three
disciplines can be divided by time scales the physical process of energy
deposition from photon or charged 16 12 particle and subsequent relaxation 10
to 10 secs followed by chemical 12 2 reactions 10 to 10 secs and fmally the
expression of biological effect minutes to years thus the concept of early
processes conveys different ideas to different scientists although they are all
interrelated to attempt to describe in any detail all these processes is a
mammoth task which is not made easier by the different conventions and
experimental approaches of the three disciplines however the recent advances in
all these scientific areas seemed to the organisers at least to offer the
opportunity to stimulate more active interaction between physicists chemists
and biologists with this in mind a multi disciplinary workshop was organised
which brought together some fifty scientists to present their own specialist
interests and through extensive discussion explore which problems are of high
priority and require input from the different disciplines to resolve them
Effects of ionizing radiation on the nervous system 1962 dr smirnova s updated
text is devoted to the theoretical studies of radiation effects on mammals it
summarizes 35 years of results the author obtained from analyzing dose rate
equivalents for the galactic cosmic rays gcr and for solar particles events spe
this edition also includes two new chapters on skin epidermal epithelium and
risk assessment for myeloid leukemia as well as extended revisions addressing
the radiation effects on the blood forming system mathematical models are used
to explain the effects of both acute and chronic irradiation on the dynamics of
vital body systems like the hematopoietic system the development of autoimmune
diseases and the mortality dynamics in homogeneous and nonhomogeneous mammalian
populations the proposed methodology of these studies the models themselves and
the obtained results are of a great theoretical significance and can find wide
practical use
Sources and Effects of Ionizing Radiation: Effects 2000 this handbook presents
the most current information on the effects of ionizing radiation on mammalian
cells with emphasis on human tissues the dose effect relationship is emphasized
in a quantitative manner the book contains up to date data on the late effects
of low levels of radiation on humans it also provides some of the late
consequences of radiation therapy detected among cancer survivors
Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation 1986 every day we are exposed to natural radiation such as radon and
ultraviolet light and sometimes also to the radiation burden from medical
investigations moreover our lifestyle subjects us to increasing amounts of
modern radiation caused by vdus and mobile phones which add to our overall load
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high levels of radiation are known to cause often profound changes in cell
chemistry with inevitable clinical effect at a certain level a clear dose
response may be observed however effects caused by low level radiation are
difficult to demonstrate particularly when the sources are different and
numerous but this does not mean that there is no effect considerable research
is being conducted into the effect of low level radiation on the body and first
results are presented in this issue dealing with all forms of radiation on the
body this issue is of great interest for medical or health practitioners as
well as for designers and producers of consumer equipment which generates
electromagnetic radiation
Radiation Exposures in Space and the Potential for Central Nervous System
Effects 2019
Mutagenic and Carcinogenic Effects of Ionising- and Non-ionising Radiation on
the Cells of Human Biological Tissues 1996
The Effects of X-radiation on the Metabolism of Bakers' Yeast 1954
Effects of Radiation on Cellular Proliferation and Differentiation 1968
Ionizing Radiation 1972
The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation 1976
Hiroshima to Fukushima 2013-09-24
The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation 1980
Permanent Damage Effects of Nuclear Radiation on the X-band Performance of
Silicon Schottky-barrier Microwave Mixer Diodes 1976
Radiation Protection in Medical Radiography - E-Book 2021-07-21
Ionizing Radiation 1972
Fundamentals of Radiation and Chemical Safety 2015-02-05
The Effects of Radiation on the Animal Cell 1962
The Early Effects of Radiation on DNA 2011-12-06
Environmental Radiation Effects on Mammals 2016-10-14
HDBK OF RADIOBIOLOGY 1984-05-30
Health Effects of Ionising and Non-Ionising Radiation 2002
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